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PREAMBLE
This agreement is between the Superintendent of the Silver Creek Central School District, and the
SlLVER CREEK CENTRAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, hereinafter called the "ASSOCIATION". 'i
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
1. SCTA AS NEGOTIATING AGENT
The Silver Creek Central School Board of Education, having determined that the Silver Creek
Central Teachers' Association is supported by a majority of the teachers in a unit composed of
all professional, certified personnel except the Superintendent and the Administrative
Negotiating Unit, hereby recognizes the Silver Creek Central Teachers' Association as the
exclusive negotiating agent for all teachers in such unit. Such recognition shall extend for the
maximum period provided by law.
The Board agrees not to negotiate with any teacher organization other than the Association for
the duration of this Agreement.
2. PRESIDENT'S TIME
The District recognizes that the President of the Association carries out various responsibilities
tharassist in an orderly operation of the District. Accordingly, in order to facilitate the
President's ability to communicate with staff and administration, the President of the
Association shall have a reduced assignment as follows:
A. If the President. of the Association. is a secondary schoolteacher, the President will.not.
have a homeroom assignment; and he/she shall be given the equivalent of an additional
,~"~275'uriencumberd:l~ork "periods:~per';week~in:'order.to"serve'as\a:liaison;'between:the
Association and the District.
~
.~,~
'.:',,; ~."~1:1
0','
"'B... . :.~\!If the 'President "of the 'Association is~ari "elementary:schooLteacher ,.the :Eresident:sball
be consulted by the elementary principal before schedules; are.issued to staff. .
Consultation shall include consideration of where the:teacher's~.':specials" fall in his or
her'schedule.'A,.reasonable effort, will be:;madeto ,provide'unencumbered work ti.me
equivalent to that afforded a secondary teacher serving as President to the extent
reasonably and practically given the nature of the elementary teacher schedule.
.
,
.
C. The President of the Association or Union Representative shall be given an opportunity
to address the Board of Education or make a presentation at every Board of Education
meeting (except Executive Session). This shall have a maximum time limit of five (5)
minutes.
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ARTICLE II
COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
The Superintendent and the Association agree that either party wishing to amend the present
Agreement shall notify the other, in writing, prior to April I of the year the agreement expires.
Negotiations for a successor agreement shall commence with the first meeting to be held on or before
May 1 of the year the agreement expires unless a later date is mutually agreed upon by the
Superintendent and the President of the Association.
At the first meeting, " there shall be a mutual exchange of full and complete proposal packages in the
form of specific changes in the language of this Agreement.
ARTICLE III
POLICIES DEALING WITH TEACHERS
1. PERSONNEL FILES
. .
There shall be one official personnel file for each teacher, maintained in the business office. A
teacher shall have the right to review and be supplied a copy of all material in his file,
excluding references and recommendations of all kinds, said review to take place in the
presence of the Superintendent or his designee. The teacher shall be afforded opportunity to
initial any material in his file (excluding references and recommendations of all kinds)
indicating he has read the material, and shall also have the right to attach a written response to
any such material.
. . ...: ,...
.
.'
"~.:.., ~The.superintendenrwill inform any teacher of any significant written comments ,and/or .'.
"';criticisms made about the teacher by parents, students or others,.jf said comments are to be
.'
.,
f,:'."'" :::placed':jo the'1:ea'Cher~s'Persomiel'foldet::If:a;'docUIIie1irofa'derogatory'nature;containedin"a.. \0) ..,,' ,
. teacher's file'(excluding references and recommendations of all kinds) is disproven by the
. . teacher to the s'atisfactionof the Superintendent,the Superintendentwill remove it from the file.
'. I
Requests by teachers to review their files must be made at Jeastfour~( 4).hours before the close
of school for review at the end of that school day, and shall not'exceed.:three (3) teachers per
day.
2. STUDENT DISCIPLINE
Student discipline is not solely the responsibility of the administration. Teachers have the
. authority and must take disciplinaryaction 'wheneverand wherever possible."A teacher will .
refer a student to the appropriate administrator only when the teacher's efforts are unsuccessful.
When a teacher refers a student to the appropriate administrator for disciplinary action, using
the established disciplinary form, the administrator will return to the teacher a copy of the form
noting the action taken.
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3. EVALUATIONS
A. Terms
Evaluator: a certified administrator assigned the responsibility of evaluation by the
Superintendent of Schools.
Observation: an observation is an evaluator's written review and analysis of a teacher
performing hislher professional responsibilities. Observations generally take place in a
classroom setting but are not necessarily restricted to the classroom.
Comprehensive Evaluation: is an evaluator's written review and analysis of the overall
effectiveness of a teacher. The comprehensive evaluation usually documents the
performance of a teacher relative to previous comprehensive evaluations.
Visitation: is a written analysis of a teacher's professional performance but does not
consist of all the components of an observation report.
Evaluation Process: the process by which an administrator formulates a judgement
regarding a teacher's professional performance consisting of a combination of
visitations, observations and comprehensive evaluation.
Professional Performance: . all duties and responsibilities generally 'and commonly
associated with the role of a teacher both in and out of the classroom.
Observation Report: a report of an obse~ation that consists of the following elements:
(1) what was observed; (2) instructional strength and weakness; (3) recommendations
for improvement.
.
"'Follow-upConference: a'conference.between the teacher and.the evaluator in.which the.
"observationreport\is'reviewedand discussed.
,'"
"
'. ",
B. Puroose
The primary purpose of the evaluation process is the improvement' of instruction. The
..
"
process may also be used to'fotmulate administrative.judgements:regarding:the.success
and competence of the teacher.
C. Probationary Personnel
Probationary teachers will be observed at least three (3) times per school year by an
evaluator, with the third observation in any school year conducted by May 15th,and at a
time other than two days prior to a scheduled vacation or recess.
An observation shall be at least twenty (20) minutes in length and shall be followed with
an observation report.
There shall be a follow-up conference associated with each observation. The follow-up
conference shall be scheduled within eight (8) school days of the observation.
3
The teacher shall receive a copy of the observation report within six (6) days of the
observation.
At the conclusion of each follow-up conference, the teacher shall sign the
evaluation form, which shall serve as testimony only to the fact that the observation
report was received and that the follow-up conference was held.
The teacher observed shall be allowed to add a written response or comments to the
written observation report.
The observation report and any additions by a teacher shall be placed in the teacher's
personnel file described in Section 1 of this Article m.
At the end of each year, the evaluator shall prepare a comprehensive evaluation of the
probationary teacher. The comprehensive evaluation shall summarize the observations
done for the year, indicate areas .of.growth, and specify specific areas of necessary
improvement. This shall be forwarded to the teacher by June 15th. The teacher shall
sign a copy, indicating receipt, and return same to the evaluator.
If necessary, the evaluator may conduct additional conferences with the probationary
teacher as needed to assure that the comprehensive' evaluation is complete and
understood. .
D. Tenured Personnel
Each tenured teacher shall receive a comprehensive evaluation once each school year
prior to June 15th.
.
':-'"
.;. . .
't,!' The process of evaluating tenured teachers shall be continuous and formative in nature _'.
,.
- taking into consideration all school-related teacher interactions and professional
perfomlance.
.
". ':.
.'.. ..
."..
,
The tenured teacher shall strive towards continual personal growth and instructional
.:~.
';improvement.~. :As'part~offeach''Year~slcomprehensive~e;v.aluation,;the,teacherfand.the.
.'.'. administrator will mutually establish. goals and.objectives"to",be~addressed in the
. upcoming year and reported upon' in the:subsequent.comprehensive.evaluation.
.
"
The comprehensive evaluation shall encourage self-evaluation, accountability and
improved competence.
4. PAYROLL
A. Payroll Deductions. Payroll deductions are authorized for the following purposes, under
the following stated conditions:
1) Annual Dues. Annual dues for the Silver Creek Central Teachers' Association
(and its affiliates) will be deducted in equal installments, with one deduction per
paycheck covering dues of all these organizations. Deductions under this
paragraph will begin with the last payroll in September of each school year.
4
Dues will be deducted from twenty (20) full pays. An agency fee equivalent to
the annual dues will be deducted from all members of the unit.
All monies deducted will be paid to the official bank of the Silver Creek Central
Teachers' Association biweekly by direct electronic deposit. If there is any error
caused by actions taken or not taken by the District in a timely manner, the
District will hold the Association harmless.
The Association will indemnify the District and hold it harmless against any and
all suits, claims and liabilities that shall arise out of or by reason of any action
that shall be taken, or not taken, by the District in complying with the provisions
of this paragraph A.
The direct deposit payroll payment system will electronically deposit funds into
separate accounts as specified no later than 12:01 a.m. on the actual date.
When direct deposit transactions transpire, the"Association will receive a non-
negotiable voucher receipt,. which will specify the-payroll information.
The Association may select the bank or institution into which they would like
funds directly deposited.
. Should the Association for any reason decide to change the financial institution
they had designated for their deposit, they may do so.by giving the Business
Office a minimum of two (2) weeks (maximum of four (4) weeks) notice prior to
the next paYfoll.
.' '2)". '; United Fund -:will be deducted eachpaYfoll in equal installments..
3) : .Hosr;italization Insurance. - will be deducted each paYfoll in equal installments. .
..
'. ."
I . . .
*
./.
4) NYSTeachers Retirement Loan - will be deducted each paYfoll in equal
installments.
5) Tax sheltered annuities - employees may:upon.ten::.(JO}:working.dayswritten
'notice establish a modified deductionJof:~tax.sheltered~nuities. A change may
be made only once in.any single.twelve..;month,.period~'..:Ateacher.may .
discontinue a tax sheltered annuity at any time. There shall be no more than five
(5) agent choices, as determined by the Association. The Association shall notify
the Superintendent, in writing, by August 15, of any changes in the five (5)
choices for the following school year. Employees may have their tax sheltered
annuities' monies sent directly to the no-load mutual fund of their choice.
. .
6) Credit Union -deducted each payroll in equal installments.Forms for credit
union deductions will be designed and furnished by the credit union and
approved by the District Treasurer. Changes in names and amounts to be
deducted must be submitted to the District Treasurer prior to the close of school
on the Friday preceding each payroll involved in accordance with the present
practice.
5
7) U. S. Savings Bonds - deducted each payroll in equal installments designated by
the teacher.
8) NYSUT Member Benefits - deducted from each payroll, in equal installments.
Members of the Association shall have the right of payroll deduction for all
programs which are offered by the NYSUT Member Benefits Program. NYSUT
endorsed TDA is part of the Membership Benefits Program.
9) VOTE/COPE: Voluntary Deductions May Be Authorized By Individuals
. Stich deductions will be deducted in equal installments over a period of twenty
(20) full pays beginning with the last payroll in September of each school year.
. All monies deducted will be paid by the District to the Silver Creek Teachers'
Association under the same terms as annual dues, but to a separate account as
designated by the Association.
Pay Period Options. Teachers will' have the option of either.twenty-two (22) or twenty-
three (23) paychecks. Teachers who choose twenty-two (22)-paychecks will.receive
1/42 or 1/21 of their pay and teachers who choose twenty-three (23) paychecks will
receive 1/52 or 1/26 of their salary on the first Friday after Labor Day. Whether they
receive 1/42, 1/52 or 1/21, 1/26 will depend on the payroll schedule already in place for
.' that school year as determined in July. Teachers who choose twenty-two (22) pays, and
.receive' 1/42 of their salary the first Friday after Labor Day will also receive 1/42 of their
pay on the next Friday. If they receive 1/21 of their pay on' the first Friday after Labor
Day, they will then receive 2/42 every two (2) weeks. Thereafter, they will receive 2/42
every two (2) weeks. Teachers who choose twenty-three (23) pays, and receive 1/52 of
. .. '-';0 o;:{ :.:.
.' 0' their salary:.the'first Friday after-Labor Day will also 'receive.'}/52 .of,their .pay on the
-next Friday. Thereafter,-they will -receive 2/52 every two (2) weeks until the final
',' .update when they' will receive 12/52 .of their.pay. If they receiv~ 1/26 of their pay on the
.
'.'
..' ,'.," ",:
":\':'":I:'+~i~i:..c"~~tSf'Friday.;Mter"bbor~l)ayt-they'wiU;thenreceive2/521'every~1wo (2)~iWeeks:-;',,: .,-.; ,.,
B.
. Direct Deposit of Paycheck. Employees' paychecks will be made by direct electronic
. ..
.'; .."
'"
,,,,,":::. :(
','.;':.'r:"':;""~'~~depbsit'beginning',~with,the.September 1998.:payroll.-~..If,there:js~any.eITof.causedby '."
'.
.
"'actions taken or not taken by the District in a timely manner;:the ,District will hold the
employee harmless. For example,.should.a check-or other{;paymentbounce as a result of
.
.'.'
., :'.. , ..the District'not making' the odeposirjn~a timely manner; the District 'will send notices to.,
any and all parties .who were affected by the insufficient funds, as well.as paying any
penalties charged the employee by the bank or the party the check was sent to.
. The.direct deposit payroll payment system will electronically deposit funds into separate
accounts as specified no later than 12:01 a.m. on the actual pay date.
When direct deposit transactions transpire, teachers will receive a non-negotiable
voucher receipt which will specify the date, amount of deposit and payroll withholding
information.
'.
.~ ......
Teachers may select the bank or institution into which they would like funds directly
deposited.
6
~ .~... .
"""
Teachers are required to specify at least one bank or financial institution into which
they want their funds deposited. Should the employee for any reason decide to change
the financial institution he had designated for his deposit, he may do so by giving the
business office a minimum of two (2) weeks (maximum of four weeks) notice prior to
the next payroll.
5. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AND ADULT EDUCATION
A. Silver Creek Central School faculty members will be given preference for summer
employment and adult education, with the best qualified of all applicants, as
determined by the Superintendent, to be selected. The following programs are
included under the above arrangements:
1. Summer School 5. Band Program
2. Reading Program 6. Adult Education
3. Head Start 7. Any such curriculum-related program that may
4. Driver Education arise in the future
B. All mandated full-time summer employment for teachers-:will.be paid at the rate of
. 1/200 or 10%, whichever is applicable, of the ten-month'salary; Federal programs are
not included. .
'C. Any teacher that voluntarily applies to teach in a summer enrichment, remedial, state-
.
.' approved summer scho'olprogram,music program, or Drivers' Education program shall
be compensated at a rate of $25.00 per hour.
For every hour of instruction the teacher shall receive 15 minutes of paid preparation
time, not to exceed one (1) hour per day.
. ....
. ':'Theperson
'employed-in'the'position of-Driver Education teacher' during the, summer of .'
.1997 shall be save harmless as long as he holds this position and shall continue to .
-,.;f...:~~'-~'<-i;,~receive;his~ahi'rie~€as~per~1\rtic1e;:m; Section '6:Item'>:~C'\'with '.and.ncrease:r0fa;~999.%."each ..: ..:.' ,
year of the agreement.
. :. ~..'D...: : 'u:-:Personaltprofessional!enrichment- staffdevelopmenLmay :be!.done.,oR1aNoluntary lbasis, .i, .
. .
whenever offered by the'Districtwithout compensation.from'the:.District .
'"
.4 ,,'
'.::.'.The.District:may.:offer special paid staffdevelopment'programs during the summer and
at other times as deemed appropriate.
Teachers may.choose to voluntarily participate and receive compensation at the rate of
$ 15.00/hour.
When summer staff development work (excluding individual conference requests)
occurs at a facility other than a District facility, the teachers participating in the program
shall also be paid mileage at the District rate for the round-trip mileage between the
Silver Creek Campus and the location of the work.
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6. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT
A. School Year. All teachers covered by this Agreement shall be engaged on a school year
basis. School year employment is a period of ten (10) months from September 1 to June
30.
B. Number of Work Davs. The school calendar adopted by the Board of Education will
designate the days of work for teachers except as modified due to occUrrence or
non-occurrence of emergencies, epidemics, or inclement weather. In the event of any
changes, recommendations of the Association will be considered. Notification of this
calendar will be given to the teachers at the earliest possible date.
c. Calendar. The calendar will not exceed 184 days.
D. Staff Development. Staff development is essential to providing quality education. It is
also agreed that scheduling appropriate blocks of time for staff development activities
within the current work year and work day parameters require 'flexibility and
cooperation.
To this end the school administration may schedule staff development activities during
any of the 184 mandatory work days as they deem appropriate. It is understood that staff
development activities may take precedence over other scheduled activities. These'
include but are not limited to the use of exam days, Regents exam days, Regents rating
days, and the last .day of school. When exam days are utilized, appropriate time.
provisions shall be made for regular year-end duties.
For the purpose of Inservice training the District may schedule two (2) extended work
:; "..
"
':..days; for teachers in':Grades'6-12;~.excluding Fridays.and the,day.before.a yacation.other
. ..
.. .'..: :
'-
:than :theweekend;i-/not'to extend' beyond 4:30 ,'p.m.~' Such. days will he scheduled with a
minimum of 30 days written notice.
."
Positions Available. The President of the Teachers' Association will be informed of any
. . teachi~g, coaching~ arid extracurricular vacancies prior to official advertisement outside
.
'~"" ",..,.:;'the')gchool systeni;,i'lnsofar:as possible, the'positionwiIllbe,described,in terms.of ',:":',
'.
. ...
responsibility. .This notice will be'.in'memo form.and placed:i.in;,the..Association
President's mailbox.
E.
Silver Creek teachers who are qualified and interested in local (SCCS) positions are
encouraged to make formal application. Vacancies will be filled by the District based on
qualifications of all applicants.. Where the qualifications of one or more applicants are
superior to the others and are substantially equal, as determined by the Superintendent,
present Silver Creek teachers will be given preference for the vacancy in order of their
length of service with the District.
F. Return From Layoffs. The salary and benefits of unit members returning from layoff
shall accrue by the appropriate following method:
1) Unit Members placed on layoff during the school year and returning in that same
year shall return on the same level for remainder of the year.
8
.; ;.
2) Unit members placed on layoff during or at the end of a school year will, upon
return, be placed on the next succeeding step.
G. Substitutes. The District shall make every reasonable effort to acquire qualified
substitutes in cases of teachers' absences in accordance with present practice. In cases of
extended absence, four (4) or more days, a substitute will be provided in all cases.
H. Ethics Committee. If administration refers a teacher to the Association Ethics
Committee, a written reply of action will be sent to the Superintendent following
established procedures of the Association.
I. Copies. The District agrees to make available to the Association, on reasonable request
to the District Treasurer, any public information at a rate of twenty-five cents ($0.25)
per page except for copies requested in conjunction with negotiations, grievance, and
contract implementations.
J. Use of Building. The Association will be granted the use of District buildings for its
meetings, provided said meetings do not interfere with normal school activities and
written request therefore is made to the Superintendent at least two (2) days in advance
of the meeting. The Association shall reimburse the District for any additional expenses
incurred as a result of any such meeting, including custodial services.
K. Use of Eauipment. The District will permit the Association to use duplicating
equipment presently available to'teachers provided:
1) The Association members using the equipment are qualified to do so,
'2) ~
'
",:
'Use'of the equipment-does 'not interfere with -normal..District 'Operations, and
"3) ,
'
. ;The Association reimburses the District for any damage to the equipment and/or.
,-.,':the 'cost of-materials resulting from such use.' .. ,,- '
L. , ~'Preparation Time.' On any,day when a teacher is required to be in school beyond one
'Z'PMtl :'OO:PM);Jthe,.teacher:will be~provided aperiod~ofat.'least.thirty{30)~minutes free',
from assigned duties, scheduled so,far"as practicable'during;the"normally scheduled
, pupils' lunch period. Every elementary'teacher-K-5 shall',have"one.hundred fifty (150)
ininutes per:;week(5'days/week) ;of~duty~free'-preparationtime during. the student day
with a minimum of thirty (30) minutes daily, in addition to the thirty-minutes lunch
period. In case of sudden emergencies, exceptions may be made to this policy.
M. Proration. An "assignment" can be either a "class" or a "duty" assignment such as study
hall.
A full-time teacher shall have up to six (6) such assignments. They may be structured
as:
Four classes + two assignments
Five classes + one assignment
Six classes and no other assignment
9
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For proration purposes, the fractional part of six (6) shall b~ used.
following proration shall apply:
Assignments
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.0 plus
Therefore, the
FTE
.17
.25
.33
.40
.50
.60
.70
1.0
A one-half assignment may be:
-By semester (i.e.: First semester only)
-Alternating days
-Fraction period (i.e.: 22 minute lunch periods)
The number of periods needed to accomplish,the assignment nor the amount of
preparation or time necessary shall not be considered when prorating~
Assignments such as study halls may be substituted for classes.
Representation. Each teacher shall have the right, upon request, to Association
representation in all meetings between the teacher and members of the Board or
administrative personnel, where the meeting is related to the discipline or.discharge of
the teacher, provided that such requirement shall not unreasonably delay the District
from acting in an emergency.
'.,
.. .
.' .
.
.'.
..
- .;:' ~',:o.~ .":~;,:Association~ Business:' Preparation. and processing of.Association, business, .other .than ,.
""
',_.
. . '~..contractual.negotiations, may be accomplished during preparation periods. The
. ~ '..;- ...";~ 'I~.':
':
.\:.,~;..~t.~~:~:~:{f':i~#';Wsso(5iatioitti.~h31l"!'assririie'cresponsibility~to'1nsure;tha:t~this'provision~d()es ;not4nterfere ::' .. ':..i ;.,:
with the .basic educational responsibilities of its members.
"
'::'.
.' ;:;:~':~'P.
'
,.
i:"~~Dis'crimination:;,'Discrimination,'against;"teachers,;administratorsi.or..Board:Members. on
.: the basis of race, sex, national origin,:lreligion~".'Clge;.Qr~creed~shalLbe'~prohibited.Further,
!discrimination against teachers for union:activity--,ancLdiscrimination.:.against
, , .
':'.';' ..., ,:".:administrators,-Board Members'. (and1heir'.immediate-families).for carrying out their
responsibilities is prohibited.
Q.
R.
Reductions in Staff. In the event that staff reductions become necessary, the District
will make anticipated reductions known as soon as the necessity to do so is determined.
When' abolition of a position becomes necessary because of declining enrollments or
economic conditions, the procedure will be that which is prescribed by current state
rules and regulations. It is hoped that this can be accomplished through attritio.n,
keeping in mind that the primary concern of all school personnel is the welfare and
education of the students.
Assignment Changes. All changes in class or grade assignment will occur only after
written notice is given to the affected employee as soon as possible. Reasonable effort
will be made to avoid changes later than 30 calendar days prior to institution.
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First Semester Second Semester
1st half-day - inservice 1st half-day - inservice
2nd half-day - teacher assessments 2nd half-day - teacher assessments
3rd half-day - 20-minute parent-teacher conferences 3rd half-day - IS-minute parent-teacher
available until 6 p.m. conferences - available until 5 p.m.
4th half-day - 20-minute parent-teacher conferences 4th half-day - teacher assessments prior to
until 3: 15 p.m. final report
v.
w.
s. Facultv Meetings. Teachers shall not be required to attend more than eight (8) faculty
meetings per year, including grade level meetings, which extend beyond the normal
work day. All such meetings shall be called with at least three (3) school days notice,
except in extenuating circumstances or emergency situations.
T. I.E.P. Teachers required to write I.E.P.s will not be required to accomplish such writing
outside of normal duty hours.
u. Tuition Free Attendance. Children of bargaining unit members who reside outside the
district, with approval of the Superintendent, shall be entitled to attend Silver Creek
Central School. The unit member shall be responsible for the cost of any BOCES or
outside programs.
Chaperone Dutv. Teachers engaged in voluntary chaperoning at school functions'
approved by the administration are considered to be..in.thecourse of their employment
with the District.
Elementary Parent Conferences. Elementary teachers will be available for parent
conferences one (1) evening until 6:00 p.m. first semester and one (1) evening until 5:00
p.m. second semester.
First semester conferences will be twenty (20) minutes in length. Second semester
conferences will be fifteen (15) minutes. in length. Conferences may be scheduled
beginning at 8:00 a.m.
On evenings when teachers remain beyond the school day for parent conferences, a
policeman will be in school to provide security until all teacher conferences are
completed. '
x. Assessment Davs. .Elementary teachers ,will have three (3) half days per.year to ,
" "
,
-'".:':complete.academic reports The.first 'half-day'will-be prior to'first.semester", '.,.'.. ;,.
conferences, the second half-day will be prior to second semester conferences, and the
third half-day will be scheduled prior to the final assessment.
FOR ILLUSTRATION
FOUR HALF-DAYS EACH SEMESTER
11
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9.
. f
, 7.
'
Substitutes. Middle/High School teachers may volunteer to teach a class in the absence
of necessary substitute teachers. The teacher will be paid at the rate of 1/8 times 1/200
of their current year salary. The teacher must then voucher for reimbursement fo~ the
service, which shall be an adjustment to payroll.
Tutors.
1. The District is authorized to hire certified teachers to work as tutors.
2. A tutor in this context shall "provide extended support to refine, reinforce and
enhance learning development."
3. A tutor does not have a class load assignment, and shall work in conjunction
with a teacher providing congruency of instruction as specified in #2 above.
4. A tutor shall not in any way,infringe upon the,stated or general accepted rights
andlor privilege of a teacher.
5. A tutor shall be employed on a per diem, temporary, as 'needed basis at the
discretion of the administration and shall not be used to replace any teaching
staff.
6. A tutor that is employed by the District will be paid at a rate of $ 15.00Ihour,
prorated for each portion of any hour worked.
7. A tutor shall be eligible to enroll in the Teacher Retirement System as part of the
benefits of employment.
8. .'A tutor shall be 'eligible to enroll as a member of the Association., Those persons
not enrolling shall none-the-Iess be represented by the Association under
applicable provisions of law. .
'"
'.
Tutors may become members of the District's Flex Plan and may also become
.~~'t 'members' of the District's 'group health plan.by -paying:..the.fulLpremiumcost.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTTEAMIANNUAL PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE REVIEW PLAN
Whereas, the State Education Department has regulated a Professional Development Team, and
Whereas, it has also regulated that the District develop an annual professional performance
review plan, and
Whereas the District seeks input and cooperation from both the Professional Development
Team and the Silver Creek Teachers' Association related to final development and
implementation of its mandated plans,
It is agreed that the Superintendent and the Silver Creek Teachers' Association will review and
discuss the final plan documents and where appropriate and mutually agreeable, enter into a
Memorandum of Agreement related to contract items.
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8. DAMAGE REIMBURSEMENT
The District recognizes that a teacher may suffer a personal property loss in the course of duty.
Accordingly, the District will reimburse for a loss related to a teacher's personal property up to
$500.00. The District reserves the right to provide for repair or replacement as it deems
appropriate.
All claims must be fully documented on a form provided by the District. Such claims shall be
subject to approval by the Association President and the Superintendent of Schools. Claims
that are not properly documented need not be honored. Initial claims notice must be filed with
. the AssociationPresident and the Superintendentwithin twenty-fourhours of the discoveryof
the loss or the next business day whichever occurs last. Final claims notice shall be filed when.
all documentation is complete.
Any claim above $500.00 shall be considered a major loss and shall be subject to the school
district's insurance provisions.
Loss of work time, resulting from injury to a teacher while-in the course of duty, shall not be
. charged against a teacher's sick or personal days. All such work loss.shall be subject to :
appropriate provision of the Workers' Compensation Law. Claims for loss of work time not
covered by Workers' Compensation shall be made on the District claim form and shall be
.approved by the Association .President and the Superintendent.
. Loss of work time resulting from an incident, altercation, or encounter with a student where a. .
teacher is unable to return to the classroom, as determined by the Building administrator, shall
not be charged against sick leave or personal day leave allocations.
.
'..
..
ARTICLE IV
ABSENCE POLICY
1. SICK LEAVE
.. .. ';> .;
':::"'."A~. ~;' ~Tvpe'.Number'and~Accum\ilation~:Teachers.will.be.allowed4welve.(12).days,per.;year.
for absence due to personal illness' or Jamily illness (farnily!~being..mother,;' ',..'.
. mother-in-law, father, father-in-law, 'sister, brother, wife,.:husbaod, child, grandparent,
.:.,:. ,;'grandchild or'other of comparable:association1-iving- in thesame.household) wHhout .
loss of pay. .
For illness exceeding four (4) days, the Superintendent may, in his discretion, require a
doctor's verification of the illness. Unused sick leave may be accumulated to a total of
180 days.
;
.
-
~.I .
.'
.:, I '..
Recuperation from an extended illness is to be in the hospital or at home unless
specifically ordered by a physician's certificate.
.
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B. Sick Bank. A sick bank shall be established wherein the number of personal sick leave
days accumulated in and used from the bank in anyone year shall not exceed 1000
(except as stated in '2' below).
1) Membership and Contribution. Present members of the bank, personnel who
have previously contributed days, need make further contributions only when
the total number of days in the bank falls below 1000 days as of September of
each school year. New teachers to the system will have a one-time option to join
the bank and must contribute two (2) days.
If a deficit remains after the initial contribution of new teachers, all other .
members of the bank will contribute one-half day or more (the smallest possible
number each that is necessary to re-establish the 1000 days).
2) Number of Davs in Bank. The total number of days in the sick bank may exceed
1000 only under the following conditions:
a. addition of those in "1" and "2" above, or
b. operation of formula adding days if total falls below 1000 days (in which
case half-day increments will be utilized).
3) Bank Deficits. In the event that the total is below 1000 at the time of retirement
of unit members, one-fourth (1/4) of the accumulated days will be added to the
bank to a maximum of 1000 days.
4) Initial Membership. The District shall provide each new teacher with a form
,
.:
'.'.'.~ :..'::';.which':must-be.completed and signed by the. teacher. within the.first-thirty (30)
",: . ':.:"days'-ofhis~:eniployment.with the District indicating whether. he.chooses or
declines to join the bank.
'AllocationAuthorization. Allocations from the bank to members may be
.
'authorized only when amember has.usedup all of his current sick leave yearly
'
,..~.
'~.>:?:.'allocation"and his~total,accumulated.sick.}eave;';;afid:.there,exists.\substantial :
'
. .
evidence that he shall be physically incapable"of~.per.forminghis duties for a
. .prolonged period of at least:thitteen (.1.3).':Consecutive~school'days.A teacher is
:~:"'entitledto'begin:.withdrawing"sick:days from'the' bank. on.the school day
immediately following the exhaustion of his own accumulated sick days, or on
the fourteenth (14) consecutive school day of illness, whichever occ~rs later.
5)
Written application must be within ten (10) days of the teacher's eligibility to
utilize the sick bank. In those cases where illness is chronic but limited to short
periods of absence, the teacher may apply to the sick bank for consideration.
Such consideration shall be granted upon the approval of both the Association
President and the Superintendent of Schools for just cause related to a medically
documented chronic illness. The Association President shall have the ability to
apply if the unit member is unable to do so because of incapacity. Sick bank
allocations shall be suspended automatically on June 30th of any school year.
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In September, if the member is still physically incapable of performing his
duties, he shall, upon exhaustion of the annual sick day allotment for that year,
resume utilization of his bank allocation.
6) Allocation Limits. When sick bank days are allocated, a specific number of days
shall be authorized, with an extension if warranted. In no case shall the total
number of such allocated days exceed 120 per illness or a total of 200 days of
any consecutive two (2) school year periods.
7) Approvals. An official application form shall be developed jointly by the
Association and the Administration which shall require essential data including
medical verification. A member of the bank shall submit such application to
both the Association and the' Superintendent. Approval of such a request shall
require the approval of both application recipients. Should the approving parties
disagree, a meeting between them shall be held at any early date, and if
agreement cannot be reached,. the.parties shall'mutually agree upon the choice of
a physician to review the case and make a final and binding determination,
charges to be shared equally.by the District and the '.Association.
Unpaid Leave. In cases where absence due to illness shall extend beyond the employee's
sick leave benefits as provided in this Agreement, said employee shall be entitled to
unpaid leave of absence up to a maximum of sixty (60) working days for probationary
,
teachers and up'to. the end of the current school year for tenured teachers. This period
may be extended by the Superintendent in individual cases.
2. ANTICIPATED DISABILITY
: .",~'. '.:In'cases"where'a.teacher'.eligible'to~use.sick leave, days .under,theterms.ofArticle.IV~ ..1,..is abl~~.:-. ,..:;
...;'"~
.' ''''',. 'to"anticipate the' needJor such an 'absence:(e.g.,..surgery,..convalescence, .or:childbirth), .sick....
-leave shall be granted only in accordance with the following procedures:
.
J
'..
.
.
I
. A.' -. '.;The teacher will-adv.ise the. Superintendent-in writing of-the. expected ,starting date and
. . length of the' disability as soon as the teacher is aware ofthe'need for the absence or 90
.. . . :.
''':. days-in'advance"ofthe~'expected'starting date,::whichever jS..s,nQrteI.,..:.. "...... .. .~: .
B.' ..'As soon' as possible following the~.notice~required .by.~subparagraph .A; the teacher shall
".'furnish'the Superintendent a 'written~statement-from'. the teacher~s.:attending physician
containing the expected starting date and expected length of the disability.
C. . The teacher's sick leave shall begin when the teacher is prevented by his medical
condition from performing the duties of his position.
The teacher's sick leave shall end and the teacher shall return to work as soon as he is
. able to perform the full duties of the position to which he will be assigned, provided that
the teacher, prior to returning to work, presents to the Superintendent a certificate from
the teacher's attending physician stating that the teacher is capable of performing the full
duties of the position.
D.
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A.
CHILD-REARING LEAVE
A teacher may apply in writing to the Board, through the Superintendent, for a leave of
absence without pay for childrearing purposes. Such leave shall only be granted for the
care of a newly born or newly adopted child of which the teacher is a parent. In the case
of an adoption, the child must be six years of age or under; if the child is over six years
of age, such application can be made only with the written approval of the
Superintendent, which shall be granted or denied at the sole discretion of the
Superintendent.
B. Application for child-rearing leave must be made at least ninety (90) days prior to the
effective date of the leave requested, or as soon as possible thereafter if the shorter
notice period is beyond the control of the teacher. The application must specify t~e
beginning and ending dates of the leave being requested. The beginning date must be no
more than sixty (60) days after the birth or adoption of the child. Such leave must
terminate at.the end.of one ofthe.next four (4) semesters, as the teacher shall determine.
C. A teacher wishing to terminate a leave previously requested-for-child-rearing purposes
shall-be entitled to do so within thirty. (30) days after the termination of pregnancy.
D. If the two parents of a child both are employed by the Di.strict, only one of them may be
granted a child-rearing leave at anyone time.
E. While on such leave, the teacher may continue to participate in the complete teacher,
group medical plan at the expense of the teacher,- provided the premiums are paid to the
District in advance of the date on which the District must make such payment.
. ,.'.. '. ",;,'.F~. :', '.
"
Upon the teacher's return~from'such.leave,..the teacher shall. be entitled to return,.to his ..,.. :.
- '.'..'. ;-..:. ",:,,:,"":.:former'position:unless it has..been abolished.~.Upon theteacher~s'retum,the.teacher will .;..." ......
'be credited with all benefits accrued prior to the leave. However, no benefits accrue
during the period of leave. .
4.
.A.
B.
D.
PERSONAL LEAVE
-Number of Days. Three days of personal leave; eithecfulJ.'days:or'half days, per year
noncumulative are authorized.
Accumulation. The unused personal days will be transferred to cumulative sick leave
the following year up to the maximum of 180 days.
C. Permission Prior to Holidays. The number of persons permitted to be on personal leave
on the school-day before or after a holiday, conference or recess day, shall be limited to
5% of the total instructional staff rounded up to the nearest whole number. Permission
for a personal day, before or after a holiday, conference or recess day, shall be made at
least five (5) days in advance to the Superintendent.
Restricted Use. The Superintendent may deny personal day, before or after a holiday,
conference or recess day if more than 5% request the same day or if the day requested is
for a day on the last week of school.
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Personal days shall only be requested for the purpose of conducting personal business
which cannot be conducted at any other time except during school hours.
5. SABBATICAL LEAVE
A. Regularly appointed fully-qualified teachers, who have served in the Silver Creek
Central School District for seven (7) years may be granted leave of absence for study
upon the following conditions:
1) Applicants for such leave must file a written request with the Board of
Education in sufficient time so that decisions for such leave will be acted on by
the Board of Education at its first regular meeting in January of the preceding
year.
2) . Sabbatical leave may be granted to a, fully-qualified teacher after each seven
years of service in the Silver Creek Central School District.
3) Purpose of sabbatical leave shall be:
3.
.'
.
Improve and upgrade instruction within the Silver Creek Central School
District. This would include:
1) Study, research and travel for educational purposes.
2) It will be the full responsibility of an applicant for sabbatical
.leave to state in writing a detailed and specific plan for his
"::sabbatical1eaveexplaining.how he.plans to use-the.time and how
.
-.thiswould improve his instruction.
: . ,::
'3) , '.;.::.'~'The 'applicant mustnot .only 'define':his;'purpose 'and plan; .but-it(
must also be acceptable to the committee involved in the'
selection of said applicant.
4) The Silver'CreekCentral.Teachers':Association will review all
applicants. forsabbaticaldeave~b~fore :applications are presented
. to the Superintendent 'and the Board of 'Education. In this ..
capacity, the Association will serve only as a screening
organization. Final granting of the sabbatical leave shall be
accomplished only if and when a substitute is secured.
5) Applicants for such leave must agree in writing to remain in the
service of the Board of Education for two years after the
expiration of this leave, or in the case of resignation within two
years, to refund to the Board of Education such proportion of the
gross salary paid during the leave of absence as the unexpired
proportion of two years shall bear to said period.
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6. . UNPAID LEAVE
6) A teacher on sabbatical leave will receive one half of his base
salary if leave is to extend for the full school year; or will receive
his full base salary if leave is one half of the school year or one
semester.
7) One teacher may be allowed sabbatical leave per year. More than
one teacher will be at the Board's discretion.
8) Regular annual salary increments shall be given for the time of
sabbatical leave, the same as for regular services in the school to
include all other rights.
9) Teacher will appear before the Board of Education upon his
return to explain the value of his sabbatical leave to the
. educational program at Silver Creek Central School.
10) . Sabbatical leave for attending an institute of higher learning will
coincide with the beginning and 'ending'of the semester or year of
that institute. If institute year ends' prior to Silver Creek School
year, teacher will return to S.C.C.S. for assignment, or suffer loss
of pay.
.
-The Board of Education on recommendation of the Superintendent may grant an unpaid leave
of absence up to two (2) years in length to a teacher who has completed two (2) years of service
, with the District for participation in VISTA, PEACE CORPS, public office, state or national
..'~...'.
',' :>::'unionoffice or'approve,d:graduate'study.-.rfimespent by'a-teacheron such leave .will"notbe.
-
. .
"" '
:',",- ':!":::..;:counted'as.:service"fof;salary'credits,:sick leave or other benefits based on length of service.
7. ASSOCIATION DAYS
" '''T~e Districtwill make available up to ten (10) days per year aggregate, not cumulative, for
.
.
~ ..;:-..'",',.':::'::":;'~::I-:~tatten(l'ance';at~coUnty~-~state'orllational:Association 'conferences;'conventions, or meetings.:by lhe,\' ...',.
'. ''', 'Presidentofthe Association or his designee.:'fheteacher;planning1to::.us.e.:such leave .shall.advise
"the Superintendent 'at least two (2) days in"advance...;y'he:days'utilize.d:~under this paragraph shall
. ,';,
'.be'with-pay,'and shall not be charged:against-.sickleave or personal 'leave.
8. JURY DUTY
A teacher required to serve on jury duty will be granted paid leave of absence for the duration
of such duty provided the teacher:
A. Notifies the District office as soon as practicable of the anticipated absence.
B. Surrenders to the District all fees which he is paid for such duty, excluding any
separately 'designated mileage or meal payments, and
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C. Reports for school duty on any days when he is not required to report for jury
duty. Whenever he is released from such duty by 11:00 AM, the teacher will make
every effort to return to school.
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
A. Number of Davs. Teachers will be granted up to five (5) days, not subtracted from any
other leave allocation, to be used for bereavement. Extensions may be granted at the
discretion of the Superintendent. Bereavement leave shall be limited to family members
as defined in Article IV, Section 1 (A). In addition to the above days, three (3) days per
year in one (1) day increments may be used for people other than those defined in
Article IV, Section 1 (A).
B. Use of Sick Davs. Teachers may use up to an additional two days from their sick leave
per occurrence for the bereavement of sister-in-law, brother-in-law, son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, aunt, and uncle.
ARTICLE V
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
1. DECLARATION OF PURPOSE
WHEREAS, the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship
between the 'Board and the teachers is essential to.the operation of the schools; it is the purpose
of this procedure to secure, at the lowest administrative level, as informally as practicable, .
equitable solutions to alleged grievances of teachers through procedures under which the Board
.
.' '. ;" .:. ; ';;'and the teachers" are, 'afforded 'adequate opportunity,to dispose ,of their differences .without the" '..~,~ ,,'. '.
'"
..,'.:
':
...
" :-:f~necessity'of 'time:consuming::and. costly proceedings before .administrative ;agencies .and/or in :! "',,
.'- "',
the court.
. ....
2.
~
",..';.
'.
. .
"
"
,','
DEFINITIONS
,
.
','
:
,'" :::";-"'<'A~ ':: ::A",:GRIEVANCE"is"a"claim-by;:any''teacher:,or.group,ofteachers...in~the;nego.tiating unit.:., ~
'"
,.:;",,:'
,
", . based uponany:'ciaimed 'violation,~misinterpretation;':misapplication,:or .inequitable
" "application of this :'Agreement, any term .and 'conditioO'~of!'employnient, or event or '
condition affecting their welfare.
B. AGGRIEVED PARTY shall mean any person or group of persons in the negotiating
unit filing'a grievance, or the Association in cases covered by Section 3 (C) of this
Article V.
C. PARTY IN INTEREST shall mean the Association and any party named in a grievance
who is not the aggrieved party.
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3. PROCEDURES
A. All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party, the provisions
of this Agreement or terms and conditions of employment involved in the said
grievance, the time when and the place where the alleged events or conditions
constituting the grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for causing the
said events or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party, and a general statement of the
nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the aggrieved party. A written
grievance must be submitted on the form shown in Appendix A.
B. Except for informal decisions in Stage 1, all decisions shall be rendered in writing at
each step of the grievance procedure and copies thereof shall be promptly transmitted to
the aggrieved party and the Association.
C. If a grievance affects a group of teachers or appears to be associated with system-wide
policies, it may be submitted by the'Association'directly at Stage 2, provided at least one
of the teachers affected signed the grievance.
D.. The preparation and processing of a grievance will be accomplished dQring unassigned
periods or after school hours. All reasonable effort will be made to avoid involvement
of students in any phase of the grievance procedure.
E. The Board and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation which may be
required and to make available any and all material and relevant documents,
. communications and records concerningthe alleged grievance,except for privileged or
confidential materials.
'.
. F. ,
~~r{all:stages'''of.thisprocedure.beyond.Stage 2,.~anaggrieved party-and any party in
"
,
'. .."'.,' ;:",:' ~;...~.. .:.:interest. shalI.have..the 'right.to-:confront and cross-examine. all.witnesses .called .agaiQst . .
'" "
.
',. . ';
'it,' to'testify and ~o call.witnesses on its own behalf, and to be furnished .with a copy of
. "~'",:"
~:"-,:"'anyimii1utes";6fthe\proceedings"made';at;stages~.beyond:' Stage 2." '. ':.', ::. '.,..'::
G~ .. . An aggrieved party or'a party in'interest may be 'represented by the Association or other
,..' : :,..". ...~.
.~~..~~.:representatives (it:~all'hearings"and;in~etings at alLstages:.ancL:steps:.ofthe:griev.ance
:'. ..procedure"beyond Stage 1, providedthat,atiStage"l"an~aggrieYe.d~arty may be
",~ represented by another' teacher employed'by:theDistrict;..No'~hearing or meeting shall be
.
..". .'
': ~heldwithout.;the::physical presence'ofthe,'aggrieved,"party.:unless' it is,'physically
impossible for the teacher to be present.
.
'(.
H~ No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal of any kind will be taken
by the Board or by any member of the administration against the aggrieved party, any
party in interest, any -representative, or any other participant in the grievance procedure
or any other person by reason of such grievance or participation therein, nor by the
above parties, individually or collectively, against the Board or any member of the
administration.
I. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a grievance
shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants, except for any
official personnel action required as a result of a grievance or resolution thereof.
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4.
J. Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any teacher having a
grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the
administration and having the grievance informally adjusted without intervention of the
Association, provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this
Agreement and the Association has been given an opportunity to be present at such
adjustment and to state its views on the grievance. In the event that any grievance is
adjusted without formal determination, pursuant to this procedure, while such
adjustment shall be binding upon the aggrieved party and shall, in all respects, be final,
said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling binding upon either of the parties
to this Agreement in future proceedings.
TIME LIMITS
A. Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as rapidly as
possible, the time limits, set forth in this Article V ,shall be strictly adhered to by the
parties and teachers. The time limit specified for either:party:'may be extended only by a
written agreement, signed by the parties.
B. No written grievance will be entertained as described below, and such grievance will be
deemed waived unless written grievance is forwarded' at the first available stage within
sixty (60) school days after the act or condition on which the grievance is based.
c. c,'lf a'decision at one stage "isnot appealed to the next stage of-the procedure ,within the
,
time linnts specified,' the grievance 'will be deemed to be' discontinued and further
appeal under this Agreement shall be barred..
.:.
'"
,.~:D. :.; .:.:::'Failure at"any:stage'of<the grievance:procedure to. communicate. a decision to the ':.":.~".:-- . ..........
. ,'.
-';",' ::,': ; ..:";.~",:.:..,-:':aggrieved'party/his':representative;..and the',Association ,within .the.specified timeJimit.,.,.
." '.' ".
,
. . ," .
nO.,
'" shall:permit theJodgingQfan appeal at the next stage of the ,procedure within..the time':, . ....
',' '--. ,"; '. ,;~,,,
'~''''1;':~'~'~~ ,.:~;:,:>..:~i'~which;'woUid;hav~~be:eri;~aI16tte'tl'Zhad~the~decisi(jIii;been'rcornmunicatedt.by~the'.final}day.' ".
"
-.: .
.". "
.E. In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 1, upon the.agreement of both.parties,
.' ~'.' ," ~:"::the'ztiIIie'limits~et!.forth'herein ~may:be.Teduced. pro rata so.,that.the::grie.v.ance.,procedure
'
.. -,
.'
.'. may'be exhausted prior.to the end'ofthe'school term7or;as,tsoonthereafter as..possible.
5. STAGES
A. Sta~e 1 - Principal. A teacher having a grievance will discuss it with his principal, either
directly or through a representative, with the objective of resolving the matter
informally, making clear to the principal that the discussion involves a grievance. If the
teacher submits.the grievance through a representative, the teacher shall be present
during the discussion of the grievance.
If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to writing and presented
to the principal. Within five (5) school days after the written grievance is presented to
him, the principal shall render a decision thereon, in writing, and present it to the
teacher, his representative, if any, and the Association.
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B. Stage 2 - Superintendent. If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the written decision
at the conclusion of Stage 1 and wishes to proceed further under this grievance
procedure, he shall file a written appeal of the decision at Stage 1 with the
Superintendent within five (5) school days after the aggrieved party has received such
written decision. Copies of the written decision at Stage 1 shall be submitted with the
appeal.
Within five (5) school days after receipt of the appeal, the Superintendent, or his
authorized representative shall meet with the aggrieved party and his representative and
all other parties in interest, if any of the foregoing request it.
The Superintendent shall render a decision in writing to the aggrieved party, the
Association (or other representative) within five (5) school days after conclusion of the
meeting.
c. Stage 3 - Board of Education. If the aggrieved party..or.his representative is not satisfied
with the decision at Stage 2, he may file an appeal in writing with the Board of
Education within ten (10) school days after receiving the-decision'at Stage 2. The Board
may waive Stage 3 by giving written notice of such 'waiver to the aggrieved party and
his representative, in which case the Association may proceed directly to Step 4 not later
than the ten (10) school days after such waiver.
Within ten (10).school days after receipt of an appeal, the Board shall hold a hearing on
the grievance. The hearing shall be conducted in executive session. .
Within ten (10) school days after the conclusion of the hearing, the Board of Education.
shall render a decision, in writing, on the grievance. Any motion made or decision
:reached by.:theBoard:will be.madein open session. . .
D. "Stage 4 -' Arbitration: After such hearing, if the. Association is not satisfied with the.
"
'"
.' ,~~'<"':'"
'.~,
"'.2>,:'''-. :",:}'i:;~\'..-:;:1Hecisl0n!a:ttStag6~~/and.the~AssocTatiori:uetermines'1hat~e~'grie.vance'iS':meritorious, it
.may .submit the grievance to arbitration not later than the fifteenth school day after the
Board's decision at Stage 3.
. . I. .
'''11>",',.'
.. '..Tosubmit such a grievance to arbitration,..the:Association~sha1Lsend:aJetter.to the
American Arbitration Association .(AAA)\and:ia';copy,ito:the.tSuperintendent. The letter
,
'~,.:'shallspecifically request.the AAA.:to'send:to the Association and the.Superintendent a
list of ten (10) names of arbitrators. Within ten (10) school days of the day on which it
. receives its copy of the list, each party will return its copy to the AAA with all names
which are unacceptable to it crossed off and the remaining names numbered in order of
the party's preference. If the AAA determines that no mutually acceptable arbitrator has
been selected by the parties, the AAA shall send to each party a second list of ten (10)
names and the foregoing procedure will be followed with respect to that list. If the AAA
determines. that no mutually acceptable arbitrator has been selected by the parties from
the second list, theAAA will name the arbitrator.
No more than one grievance (including all issues raised by the single grievance) may be
appealed to a single arbitration proceeding, unless the parties expressly agree in writing
to the appeal of more than one grievance.
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The arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding upon all parties.
The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to add to, subtract from, or modify any
of the terms of this Agreement or to make any decision which requires the commission
of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement.
One half the fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be paid by the District and one half
by the Association. All other expenses incident to the arbitration, including
compensation of witnesses shall be paid by the party that incurred them.
ARTICLE VI
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
1. VOLUNTARY PARTICIP ATION
All extracurricular and coaching assignments 'will-beon a voluntary:basis. The Association
encourages participation in extracurricular activities.
2. SERVICE LIMITS
Special expertise teachers shall not be required to perform extra noninstructional duties
associated with their expertise (e.g. technology teacher building and repairing school facilities;
. home and careers teacher preparingfoods or costumes; art teacher making posters; music
teacher conducting out-of-school concerts).
3. PAYMENT SCHEDULE
. .
. .. 1 ,I
.. ; ;':Extracurricularduties'and coaching"for'which payment':is'made will be as 'shown on the .......
.
.followingschedules~Teachers involved shall have,the-option.ofreceiving-such,payment.(a) in a.' ,'_
.~' ~-'Th':::lunip.~um:':'ilt!-the~cbinpletion~'oethe'-;activity::or~'(b)':prorated "and~combined~ith':regulaf: ;pay .: :~~.';,,;~.: . :;
checks throughout the duration of the activity or (c) prorated and combined with regular pay
'.checks throughout the duration of the school year after the start of said activity. If a coach
" :selectsoption.(a), the.paywill be made ina separate check.
4. NEW PROGRAM PROPOSALS
In order for a teacher to recommend a new activity, the teacher will present to the building
principal a written outline of the proposed program including:
a. Specific educational objectives.
b. Proposed membership.
c. All financial implications of the program.
d. Special needs or facilities.
After review of the above factors, the building principal will present the proposal to the
Superintendent. The Superintendent will review the program together with the accompanying
administrative evaluation and may either reject said proposal or approve a one (1) year trial
period.
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After the trial period, the teacher and building principal will meet to evaluate the program and
the building principal will forward his recommendation to the Superintendent. If the
Superintendent agrees that said program should be continued, he will request formal approval
from the Board of Education. Should the Board of Education approve and recognize the
activity, and should the activity be clearly in a classification for which stipends are provided,
the Association shall be notified of such action.
ARTICLE VII
EXTRACURRICULAR POSITIONS
Group A
American Field Service
Class Night Bash Coordinator
French Club
Freshman Class Advisor (2)
High School Bowl
Home & Careers Club
Junior Class Advisor (2)
Lancer Advisor
Library Club
Middle Level Student Council Advisor
Mock Trial
"Sophomore Class Advisor (2)
Spanish Club
Yorker Club
Group C
Athletic Association -High S~hool
Broadcasting
Elementary Vocal -Extracurricular
High School Vocal -Extracurricular
Key Club
Outside Elementary Bus Supervision (3)
SADD
Senior Class Advisor (2)
Senior High Instrumental -Extracurricular
Senior Play
Stage Crew
. Stage Director Spring Musical
Student Council
Video Yearbook - Technical
Group B
Elementary Instrumental -Extracurricular
Honor Society
Middle Level Instrumental -Extracurricular
Middle Level Vocal -Extracurricular
Video Yearbook - Organizational
Yearbook Financial Advisor
Group D _
".
_
,
- -
.
.,-Audio Visual Coordinator (2)
" ProducerlMusical Director Spring Musical
Yearbook
OTHER ASSIGNMENTS
Group E
T.V. Access
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Group A
Extramurals
Group B
Cheerleading Assistant (2)
Intramural
Volleyball -Boys
Group C
Bowling
Golf
Group D
Cheerleading- Varsity (2)
JV Baseball
JV Softball
Lacrosse Assistant
Middle Level Basketball - Boys
Middle Level Basketball - Girls
Soccer -Assistant Coach
Swimming Assistant -Girls
Track Assistant
Group E
Cross Country
JV Football Assistant
Swimming - Girls
Volleyball -Girls
Group F
JV Basketball- Boys
JV Basketball - Girls
Wrestling Assistant
Group G
Indoor Track
Lacrosse
Soccer - Head Coach
Track - Boys
Track - Girls
Varsity Baseball
Varsity Softball
ARTICLE VIII
COACHING POSITIONS
Group H
JV Football
Varsity Football - Assistant (2)
Group I
Varsity Basketball - Boys
Varsity Basketball - Girls
Varsity Wrestling
Group J
Football
Other Assienments
Group K - Athletic Trainer
Group L - Pool Director
Group M - Athletic Director
Supervision
Group A
Sporting events, concerts, dances, timekeepers
Group B
Dances after events
Group C
'.'
. Detention related supervision:
$ 16.001hour prorated in fifteen (15) minute
segments; .one.(1.)to.seven (7) minutes
.' prorated to,.zero (0); eight (8) to
.Jo~rteen..(J4)..minutesprorated to fifteen (15).
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES - 1999-2000 Payment Schedule.
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4GROUP A 0.4200 0.4620 0.5040 0.5460 GROUP A $ 428 $ 471 $ 514 $ 557GROUP B 0.5800 0.6380 0.6950 0.7530 GROUPB $ 592 $ 651 $ 709 $ 768GROUP e 0.9890 1.0880 1.1870 1.2860 GROUP e $ 1,009 $ 1,110 $ 1,211 $ 1,312
GROUP D 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 GROUP D $ 1,809 $ 1,990 $ 2, 171 $ 2,352
GROUPE 0.9890 1.0880 1.1870 1.2860 GROUP E $ 1,009 $ 1,110 $ 1,211 . $ 1,312
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
GROUP A 0.4200 0.4620 0.5040 .0.5460 GROUP A $ .445 $ 490 $ 534 $ 579GROUP B 0.5800 0.6380 0.6950 0.7530 GROUP B $ 615 $ 676 $ 737 $ 798GROUP e 0.9890 1.0880 1.1870 . 1.2860 .GROUpe $ 1,048 .$ 1,153 $ 1,258 $ 1,363
GROUP D 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 GROUP D $ 1,880 $ 2,068 $ 2,256 $ 2,444
GROUP E 0.9890 1.0880 1.1870 1.2860 GROUP E $ 1,048 $ 1,153 $ 1,258 $ 1,363
ARTICLE IX
INDEXING SYSTEM AND EXTRACURRICULAR/COACHING SCHEDULES
This indexing system shall be used to calculate stipend pay for Extracurricular and Coaching
assignments. The system shall utilize base $1,000 to represent the 1998-1999 pay schedule. For
1999-2000, the base shall be $1,020; 2000-2001 = $1,040; 2001-2002 = $1,060. The decimal figures
in each category are multiples of the base for the given year.
i.e.: Base $1,020 x .4200 (Group A Step 1) = $428.00
EXTRACURRICULAR SCHEDULES
Extracurricular Index Step 1-4
Legend: Step 1 =1.0; Step 2 =1.1; Step 3 =1.2; Step 4 = 1.3
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES - 2000-2001 Payment Schedule
1 234
GROUP A 0.4200 0.4620 0.5040 0.5460 GROUP A $
.
. GROUP B 0.5800 0.6380 .0.6950 0.7530. GROUP B
.$
GROUP e 0.9890 1.0880 1.1870 1.2860 GROUP e $
GROUP D 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 GROUP D $
. ..!.GROUP,E: .
..'''0.9890 '.:' . ...:',.1.0880- ., :'A.1870 ~,-"..;,.1.2860 ,., ;GROUP.E,$,
1 2
437 $ 480
. .603 . $ -. 664
1,029 $ 1,132
1,845 . $ 2,029
: .,;.:1,029 , .$ .:..1,132:,
. .
3 4
$ 524 $ 568
.$ 723. $ . 783
,$ .1,234 $ .1,337
$ 2,213 $ 2,398
. $... . J ,234 $ \ 1,337,.,
'""
. .
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES -' 2001-2002 Payment Schedule
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COACHING SCHEDULES
Coaching Schedule Index
Legend: Step 1 = 1.0; Step 2 = 1.1; Step 3 = 1.2; Step 4 = 1.3; Step 5 = 1.4
COACHING - 1999-2000 Payment Schedule
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A 0.0400
GROUP B 0.8230 0.9060 0.9880 1.0700 1.1530
GROUP C 0.9500 1.0450 1.1400 1.2350 1.3300
GROUP D 1.2410 1.3660 1.4900 1.6140 1.7380
GROUPE 1.3780 1.5150 1.6530 1.7910 1.9290
GROUPF 1.6630 1.8290 1.9950 2.1610 2.3280
GROUP G 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUP H 2.1540 2.3690 2.5840 2.8000 3.0150
GROUP I 2.4860 2.7350 2.9830 3.2320 3.4810
GROUPJ 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
GROUP K 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUP L 2.2800 2.5080 2.7360 2.9640 3.1920
GROUP M 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
SUPERVISION
A 0.039
B 0.022
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A $ 41
GROUPB $ 839 $ 924 $ 1,008 $ 1,091 $ 1,176
GROUP C $ '969 $ 1,066 $ 1,163 $ 1,260 $ 1,357
,
'GROUP'D $ 1,266 $ '1,393 $ 1,520 $ 1,646 '$ 1,773
GROUPE $ 1,406 $ 1,545 $ 1,686 $ 1,827 $ 1,968
GROUPF $ 1,696 $ 1,866 $ 2,035 $ 2,204 $ 2,375
GROUP G $ 1 ~809 $ , 1,990 ~,$ 2,171 . $ 2,352 $ 2,533
GROUPH $ 2,197 $ 2,416 $ 2,636 $ 2,856 $ 3,075
GROUP I $ 2,536 $ 2,790 $ 3,043 $ 3,297 $ 3,551
GROUP J $ 3,037 $ 3,341 $ 3,643 $ 3,947 $ 4,251
GROUP K $ 1,809 $ 1,990 $ 2,171 $ 2,352 $ 2,533
GROUPL $ 2,326 $ 2,558 $ 2,791 $ 3,023 $ 3,256
GROUP M $ 3,037 $ 3,341 $ 3,643 $ 3,947 $ 4,251
SUPERVISION
A $ 40
B $ 22
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COACHING - 2000-2001 Payment Schedule
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A 0.0400
GROUPB 0.8230 0.9060 0.9880 1.0700 1.1530
GROUP C 0.9500 1.0450 1.1400 1.2350 1.3300
GROUPD 1.2410 1.3660 1.4900 1.6140 1.7380
GROUPE 1.3780 1.5150 1.6530 1.7910 1.9290
GROUPF 1.6630 1.8290 1.9950 2.1610 2.3280
GROUP G 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUP H 2.1540 2.3690 2.5840 2.8000 3.0150
GROUP I 2.4860 2.7350 2.9830 3.2320 3.4810
GROUPJ 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
GROUP K 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUPL 2.2800 2.5080 2.7360 2.9640 3.1920
GROUP M 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
SUPERVISION
A 0.039
B 0.022
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A $ 42
GROUPB $ 856 $ 942 $ 1,028 $ 1,113 $ 1,199
GROUP C $ 988 $ 1,087 $ 1,186 $ 1,284 $ 1,383
GROUPD $ 1,291 $ 1,421 $ 1,550 $ 1,679 $ 1,808
GROUPE $ 1,433 $ 1,576 $ 1,719 $ 1,863 $ 2,006
GROUPF $ 1,730 $ 1,902 $ 2,075 $ . 2,247 $ 2,421
GROUP G $ 1,845 $ 2,029 $ 2,213 $ 2,398 $ 2,582
GROUP H $ 2,240 $ 2,464 $ 2,687 $ 2,912 $ 3,136
GROUP I $ 2,585 $ 2,844 $ 3,102 $ 3,361 $ 3,620
GROUPJ $ 3,096 $ 3,406 $ 3,715 $ 4,025 $ 4,335
GROUP K $ 1,845 $ 2,029 $ 2,213 $ 2,398 $ 2,582
GROUPL $ 2,371 $ 2,608 $ 2,845 $ 3,083 $ 3,320
. GROUPM $ 3,096 $ 3,406 $ 3,715 $ 4,025 $ 4,335
SUPERVISION
A $ 41
B $ 23
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COACHING - 2001-2002 Payment Schedule
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A 0.0400
GROUPB 0.8230 0.9060 0.9880 1.0700 1.1530
GROUP C 0.9500 1.0450 1.1400 1.2350 1.3300
GROUP D 1.2410 1.3660 1.4900 1.6140 1.7380
GROUPE 1.3780 1.5150 1.6530 1.7910 1.9290
GROUPF 1.6630 1.8290 1.9950 2.1610 2.3280
GROUP G 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUP H 2.1540 2.3690 2.5840 2.8000 3.0150
GROUP I 2.4860 2.7350 2.9830 3.2320 3.4810
GROUPJ 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
GROUP K 1.7740 1.9510 2.1280 2.3060 2.4830
GROUPL 2.2800 2.5080 2.7360 2.9640 3.1920
GROUPM 2.9770 3.2750 3.5720 3.8700 4.1680
SUPERVISION
A 0.039
B 0.022
1 2 3 4 5
GROUP A $ 42
GROUPB $ 872 $ 960 $ 1,047 $ 1,134 $ 1,222
GROUP C $ 1,007 $ 1,108 $ 1,208 $ 1,309 $ 1,410
GROUPD $ 1,315 $ 1,448 $ 1,579 $ 1,711 $ 1,842
GROUP E $ 1,461 $ 1,606 $ 1,752 $ 1,898 $ 2,045
GROUPF $ 1,763 $ 1,939 $ 2,115 $ 2,291 $ 2,468
GROUP G $ 1,880 $ 2,068 $ 2,256 $ 2,444 $ 2,632
GROUP H $ 2,283 $ 2,511 $ 2,739 $ 2,968 $ 3,196
GROUP I $ 2,635 $ 2,899 $ 3,162 $ 3,426 $ 3,690
GROUPJ $ 3,156 $ 3,472 $ 3,786 $ 4,102 $ 4,418
GROUP K $ 1,880 $ 2,068 $ 2,256 $ 2,444 $ 2,632
GROUPL $ 2,417 $ 2,658 $ 2,900 $ 3,142 $ 3,384
,
. GROUPM $ 3,156 $ . 3,472 $ , 3~786 $ 4,102 $ 4,418 . .-. ....if .'
SUPERVISION
A' $ 41
B $ 23
ARTICLE X
EXTRAMURAL PAY STIPULATIONS
1. Extramural compensation shall be available to those coaches who provide additional
practice to their teams during scheduled vacation periods during the summer,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter vacation periods.
Practices related to extramural compensation must be conducted within the official sports
season as established by the Athletic Director and the league, and shall end at the last
interscholastic contest.
2. The provision applies to all sports related practices except football, cheerleading, intramural
and modified activities.
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ARTICLE XI
SALARY
1. SALARY SCHEDULES
Step 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002
A $27,500 $27,500 $27,500
B $28,250 $28,250 $28,250
C $29,250 $29,250 $29,500
D $30,000 . ; $30,000
"'" $30,017"
E $31,235 $31,000 $31,000
F $32,000 $32,000 $32,000
G $33,000 $33,000 $33,000
H $33,500 $33,900 $34,000
I $33,998 $34,500 , $34,925
J $35,000 $35,000 $35,800
K $35,700 $36,001 $36,250
L $36,725 $37,995 $38,000
M $40,001 $40,001 $40,001
N $46,900 $46,900 $46,900
0 $56,423 $56,423 $56,423
P $57,800 $58,750 $58,750Q $60,000
3. Practice scrimmages conducted during the vacation periods identified in item one (1) above
are considered practices. Events scheduled on the school calendar are not considered practices.
4. Practices represent a "normal" session of no less than 2.5 hours in duration which is
inclusive of pre and post practice routines.
5. Eighty percent (80%) of the team must be present for the coach to qualify to receive
compensation under this provision.
A current, updated team roster shall be on file with the Director of Athletics. The official team
roster must consistently match with the roster on file.
6. Prior to any practice that is to qualify for extramural compensation, a pre-practice form must be
completed with the Director of Athletics. Following a practice session, a post-practice form
must be completed with the Director of Athletics.
A post-practice form signed by the Director of Athletics must be:submitted with the claim form
for extramural compensation.
The Board reserves the right to place teachers one or more steps above their normal step of the
salary schedule in critical areas of teaching.
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2. UNDERGRADUATE STUDY
The District will reimburse the cost of tuition (no fee charge,s or book charges, etc.) for
pre-approved undergraduate courses taken in the area of technology education. Pre-approval by
the Superintendent shall be on forms provided by the District.
Payment shall be made in lump sum after submission of a grade report and tuition receipt.
3. PRIOR SERVICE CREDIT FOR PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
The Board of Education may recognize up to a maximum of ten (10) years prior service for
salary step placement if such servi~e has been continuous. The Board of Education may
recognize a maximum of seven (7) years prior service for salary step placement if prior service
has been broken down. The Board may recognize up to a maximum of two (2) years credit for
military service for salary placement.
4. GRADUATE STUDY
: The District will pay a per annum differential of $35 .per"credit hour.for'pre-approved.graduate
study.
,,'Payment shall be made retroactive to the first day of the school year for graduate work
'submitted and approved by October 15th and retroactive to the 12th pay for graduate work
.
submitted and approvedby February 15th.
Only graduate work that has been pre-approved by the Superintendent of Schools prior to
enrollment shall be payable by the District.
.
- ".{:'\Graduate,work .with "a"Masters '..Program that culminates in permanent certification in the
applicant's tenure area is automatically approved.
, ,
Pre-approval shall be on forms provided by the District.
5. MASTERS DEGREE
.
-
. . .,
'Four hundred dollars' ($400) will be' paid for ,Masters'~Degree~"P.roof~of-degree must :be presented
.
-to the District-~Treasurer.priorto the firstpayrolLin.September or the first payroll in February if
payment is to be made.
ARTICLE XII
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS/COORDINATORS/GUIDANCE DIRECTOR!
. DEAN OF STUDENTSffECHNOLOGY COORDINATOR
1. ANNUAL APPOINTMENTS
Appointment to the positions of: Dean of Students, Department Chairperson, Elementary
Grade Level Coordinator and Director of Guidance are annual appointments of the Board of
Education.
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The positions of Department Chairpersons and Elementary Grade Level Coordinators are
considered voluntary positions subject to annual appointment and available only to tenured
teachers. No administrative duties which require administrative certification to perform are to
be handled by these individuals. A complete job description will be provided each applicant
prior to his appointment by the Board of Education.
2. STIPEND
Department Chairpersons or Elementary Grade Level Coordinators shall receive an annual
stipend of $464.00 for the 1999-2000 school year, $477.00 for the.2000-2001 school year, and
$492.00 for the 2001-2002 school year. In addition, each shall receive an additional stipend of
$115.00 in 1999-2000,$119.00in 2000-2001, and $122.00 in 2001-2002 for each member of
the department or grade level and additional $117.00 in 1999-2000,$122.00 in 2000-2001,and
$126.00 in 2001-2002 if the assignment covers Grades K-12. Positions are as follows: Grade
Level Coordinators for K-5, and Department Chairpersons for English 6-12,
Science 6-12, Social Studies 6-12, Math 6-12, Business 9-12, Technology 6-12, Home &
Careers 6-12, Art K-12, Music K-12, Physical Education K-12.
3. GUIDANCE DIRECTOR
.' The Guidance Director shall receive a'stipend of $927.00 in 1999-2000, $955.00 in 2000-2001,
.and $984.00 for the 2001-2002 school year.
4. DEAN OF STUDENTS
. The Dean of Students shall receive a stipend of $4,946.00 in .1999-2000, $5,094.00 in 2000-
2001, and $5,247.00 for the 2001-2002 school year.
5. TECHNOLOGYCOORDmATOR
.
.'
0;. ,;:;.:-:~::i":r.;~,.,;:~;I.~.~;~~~'bTheiTethno10'gy~Gooidirlatorr.(f:Feacher~n'~pecial ~AdministFative~A-ssignment)~shalll5recei ve:a .'~
'. 'i~.;f~~~.":'
.
"stipendof $21,081 in 1999-2000, '$21,713.00 in 2000-2oo1,'and $22,365.00 for the 2001-2002
school year. .
6. PAYMENT
.The amounts,'of such stipends.,shall be divided: equally-:among the regularly scheduled pay
periods and included in the regularly scheduled paychecks of the teachers.
ARTICLE XIII
HEALTH INSURANCE
1. PLAN
The Board of Education shall provide both individual and family coverage as the teacher may
choose in the Chautauqua County School District's Self-Funded Health Insurance Plan with
both the dental and drug riders as described in the Chautauqua County School Districts Plan
Policy No. 100017.
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2. BENEFITS AND CO-PAY
The benefits provided employees of this unit for health coverage and dental shall be no less
than provided in the plan document entitled "Chautauqua County School Districts Plan Policy
Document Plan No. 100017 and Chautauqua County School Districts Dental Plan No. 100017"
as of September 22, 1982. Such document by reference becomes a part of this agreement. The
District shall pay 85% of the premium.
3. OPTICAL
The Board of-Education shall also provide both individual and family coverage as the teacher
may choose in the NYSUT Member Benefits, Group Vision Care Plan, Option Designer/Metal
Plans, Annual Benefits. The District shall pay 85% of the premium.
4. PRESCRIPTION
Prescription coverage will be $5 generic/ $10 brand name co-pay.
5. PART-TIME TEACHERS
. ,.Part-time teachers shall be provided on,a prorated basis, ,with all forms of health and other
, insurance available under this agreement, when such provision is allowed by the,insurance
camer.
6. COVERAGE ON LEAVE
Teachers on layoff or unpaid leave will be,allowed to continue as participants in those
, q,'... ?.insuranceprograms,they enjoyedunder this agreement (for a period not exceedingtwo years) at
,
.
"
': ,~,their expense at-/group,rates;:;Premiums :are.tobe.paidin advance'of.each covered month.
,.
.': ',:'Failure to'pay:by the end'of=a covered month shall result in -immediate and permanent ,.'
,
~"I" ",."-,:.<;~,..::.~temiinationfof.pa.rticip'ation1n~coverage:during,'it:he-term:ofthe--layoff.' ,',' ",-:'.-'0.' ~i; i"':
,
",:: .: ",;,!:, ~;.I':'
"
.
,
"
:.:
'"
4~
'.
7. INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR RETIREMENT
Teachers (except long-term substitutes). who:are'..eligiblefor~re,tiremenL(S.ervice/Disability) .
.
-under the New ..york State' Teachers' ,.Retirement;o'and:;who'actually~retire:.fromservice with the
District on or after,9/l/88;;may continue''to':be,:;coveredbyrthe health-insurance plan provided to
the regular teaching staff until the day on which they become eligible for Medicare as
determined by the statute effective 12/6/97 (single coverage). The District shall pay one
hundred percent (100%) of the premium for such insurance coverage; provided, however, that if
the insurance benefits afforded to the teachers of the District are improved or increased after the
,last day of service of.a teacher entitled to coverage pursuant to this paragraph, such teacher.
shall be eligible for the improved or increased benefits only if the teacher pays one hundred
percent (100%) of the premium for such additional benefits. When an employee becomes
eligible for Medicare as noted herein, he may continue in the insurance program by paying one
hundred ,percent (100%) of the premiums charged.
Application for, and receipt of, a disability retirement would also qualify an employee for this
benefit. An employee applying for a deferred retirement (vesting) is not eligible for this
benefit.
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Individuals employed subsequent to July 1, 1998, shall be given the above benefit based on the
following schedule:
-Completion of five (5) years of service to the District shall provide the individual with
33.3% of the premium payment. .
-Completion of ten (10) years of service to the District shall provide the individual with
66.7% of the premium payment.
-Completion of fifteen (15) years of service to.the District shall provide the individual
with 100% of the premium payment.
8. FLEX PLAN 125
The District will maintain FLEX PLAN 125 with all administrative fees and administrative cost
borne by the District.
At the end of the "plan year", any residuals will be used to fund :a~mutuallyadministered
scholarship for a graduating senior. The details of the scholarship will be agreed upon by the
Superintendent and the Association President. Changes may be made to the provisions by
mutual agreement.
9. HMO COVERAGE
. HMO will be provided by the District as required by state and federal legislation.
10. LIFE INSURANCE
,.
',' ":The 'District'willprovide~$50~OOO coverage of term life, insurance for all active teachers.
ARTICLE XIV ,. ~.:.
":
' "
"
,"
.:.
':
r. ,
',..
PUPIL PLACEMENT GUIDELINES
..' :'The'following.:pupilplacement guidelines will be'utilized:to:guidethe',placement:of.children and
balance teacher load.
GOAL: To provide an optimallearninglteaching environment for all.
,
',. .
'Generally, children are only,weighted once a year, but in extenuating circumstances the child's weight.
may be changed through mutual agreement of the teacher and principal.
Achievement Identification
The children in each grade level will be identified by the current teacher as above average, average, or
below average based upon individual progress through the Learning Levels and standardized testing, if
available. Students will also be identified bysex.
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Special Considerations
Some children need adaptations, changes, or specializations that impact the typical classroom
organization. Teachers will further identify these children using the following descriptors and weights:
A child may be weighted in one or both of these categor~es for a maximum of 6.
Behavior
(1) Mild. This child can be oppositional. He/She may have difficulty adapting to change
(substitute teachers, integrated arts classes, going to the bus, movement in the hall). This
child occasionally disrupts the learning environment.
(2) ,Moderate. This child may exhibit the same characteristics as listed under Mild. He/She
interferes with his own learning and may on occasion disrupt the learning of others.
(3)' Severe. This child needs an individually designed behavior program to be able to function
in the school environment. He/She disrupts the learning. environment on a daily basis to the
point that it interferes with the learning of others.
Learning Needs
(1) Mild.' This child requires one-to-one instruction / teacher assistance / curriculum
modification in one subject area.
-(2) Moderate. This child requires one-to-one instruction / teacher assistance / curriculum
,
modification~inmore than one subject area. This may be due to the unique needs .ofthe
child, his/her attendance or tardiness pattern, or a family situation that interferes with
learning.
.'
r .
':.1'::;(3)~:Severe;;:This' :child"requires :one-to~one 'instruction I.teacher.assistance.J.,curriculum,
modification throughout the school day.
".
;...,'
".
~
"
. .
"
.
\'~
. r .: 1 ,", .
",:'"
0,
..Ii
',' :'1." '," ',..
In each category, the children'will be'distributed by the highest rating through the lowest-as evenIv as
.: 'possible.';'The'distribution of learners '-in.individual' classes will reflect the 'overall. population of learners
throughout that grade level.
Additional factors that may impact on distribution:
1. Parent input
2. Peer interaction patterns
3. Learning / teaching styles
4. CSE input
5. Positive leadership / role models abilities
Sorts will occur in the following order by boys and girls:
1. Children with behavioral considerations by weight highest to lowest.
2. Children with special learning needs by weight highest to lowest.
3. Children above average, average, and below average children with no weight.
4. Additional factors.
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To establish the optimal learning / teaching environment, each class will have a dual numerical
descriptor: the number of children in the class and the total weight from children with special
considerations.
If a change in the finalized list is necessary, it should be done as equally as possible within cate£ories.
New students will be assigned by looking at both the class size and weight of potential classes.
The Elementary Principal is charged with maintaining the weights of the classes throughout the year.
'. The "pupil placement guidelines may be altered and/or revised annually by mutual agreement of the
Elementary Building Planning Team and the Elementary Principal.
ARTICLE XV
COMPENSATION FOR TEACHERS INVOLVED IN TRAINING FOR
AND SCORING OF MANDATED STATE TESTS
'There shall be three different work type distinctions for training and scoring of state tests. Said
distinctions shall be:
WORK TYPE:
"A" During work year of 184 days "within" District.
"B" During work year of 184 days "outside" District.
"c" . .Beyond work year of 184days - i.e. holidays,vacations,summer,weekend.
1. For Work Type "A"
. A. .. Administration will. seek appropriate faculty on a volunteer basis.
"
. .
'-
. .~ .,'('. i!> ;.,~,
'I:~I;">'~;;-;.-oj:;t,o'~:-:~'Approprhitd- fa:culty~shall.!be"defiO'edsas;those~hat,;meet.the:-:administrati ve ~:.'..;. ...;',~.:.. ._~
guidelines established for particular situations.
. .
,..,:; :..~
olunteer basis:,shall,.be defined as those, who~comeJorth;and.indicate..to. the
.. Administration that they would'.like 10 'participate;once:-a~call-for volunteers is
put forth by the Administration.
B. . .If the task at hand requires, in the judgement of the administration in charge, an
- extension of time for the regular work day, additional compensation will be paid
at the rate of $32/hour on a quarter-hour basis as shown:
1 - 14 minutes
15 - 29 minutes
30 - 44 minutes
45 - 59 minutes
$8.00
$16.00
$24.00
$32.00
Time calculations will be based on a timesheet established on location by the
administration or supervisor and signed by the administration supervisor.
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2.
':
. : t ~ .t
'..
t.; .,".
C. For the purpose of the aforementioned additional calculations, the following
time frame shall be applicable:
Elementary Teacher Day
Secondary Teacher Day
8:00 a.m. to 3:15 p.m.
7:40 a.m. to 3: 10 p.m.
i.e.: Starting times may be adjusted as long as ending time does not exceed 7
hours and 15 minutes for Elementary Teachers or 7 hours and 30 minutes for
Secondary Teachers.
Work Type "B"
A. All of the provisions for Work Type "A" shall apply.
B. Whenever an off-site location is established:
1. Distance from Silver-Creek Central School to the off-site location shall
be established.
2. Travel time required from Silver Creek Central School to the designated
location will be established.
3. . This distance and time information 'shall be presented to the Association
prior to the trip.
4. Those individuals driving to the designated off-site location by personal
vehicle will receive. mileage at the District established rate.
. -,' .
,5:"' , Travel time established.from.Silver, CreekCentral.School. to the
,designated location sQall be included.as part of.thetotal work time.
,~",,:';1';: '.j.,.~:,\':J;...,~.t!:.-EXtensioris{of'1lhe':wotkday!refereilced'above;'aS'.\'a:~l'esult:of:travel\.will
".:
. ... ',.'.:.':.
result in additional compensation as indicated above (in 1C).
.' ~ .
.'
,.
'.'
,..
'.
.'.,..o,,' ...6...
",- ..,;'No..additional. compensation..shalLbe:received.foI::}extenuating . . ,'.
circumstances beyond.the-time~previously:established in B2..::.
3. Work Type "C"
A.
'. B.
C.
D.
All of the provisions for Work Type "A" shall apply.
Compensation shall be at the rate of 1/200 of the teacher's then current annual
salary (base, masters, and graduate hours included.)
The workday shall be considered seven and one-half hours long. For the
purpose of hourly pay, the teacher's salary will be 1/200 divided by 7.5.
The exact amount of time that will be worked for compensation will be
established and set down in writing prior to commencement of any type of "C"
work.
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E. A 7.5 hour workday, in this category shall include a paid thirty (30) minute
lunch and two (2) fifteen (15) minute breaks.
4. Compensation: Pay shall be through regular District payroll and included in the next
regular pay after being submitted. For summer work between July 1st and August 30th,
pay will be on a contractual basis rather than in payroll. Claims for contractual
compensation shall be made on the District's standard claim form.
5. Other Compensations: In the event that any other agency provides compensation to the
teacher fot work related to testing and scoring, said teacher shall immediately notify the
District's Business Executive of such amount in writing, and said amount shall be
deducted from any amount the District owes the teacher.
6. Referral of this Section: These terms of the aforementioned relate to testing and scoring
. and shall not be used as comparisonsfor:equity.and.paritypurposes in other ,sections.
ARTICLE XVI
USE OF DISTANCE VIDEO
1. .: .Program Support. ...The Association agrees to facilitate the implementation of a Distance
.
.Video Instruction Program and further agrees to cooperate and facilitate the.District's effort
wherever and whenever practical.
2. Course Offerings. The Association agrees that courses to be offered to students utilizing
distance video are at the discretion of the Board of Education and Superintendent as are all
. other curriculum offerings.
,-
" '3:.
_.
Course' Locations. :¥Distance 'Video'classes offered as part. of the:approved Silver Creek School. .
_.'
.t.. ~( , .:.:\,:; :...;:,,~.i;t~':Dismct.c6urse.;offerin'gs\mAyil()rigirtate~rthe~Silver'Creek-<site.'W)<host~ormay;be,.originated:::!'".,.;:
"-:'.~ ~:'..'.",
elsewhere but viewed at Silver Creek.
. ..,..,..
'"
. .4:' ..",.,r:'Teaching 'Assignment;..i:N o;teacher~sha11'be~mandated .tQ."teach:a.course../utilizing. distance
video.
.'
.
-.'
':::...
. The. teaching. of distance 'video classes shall be 'voluritary..
Teachers willing to teach a host course via distance video may make. their wishes known to the
principal at anytime. Teachers may suggest host course topics for administrative consideration.
5. ..: Certification Areas. All'Commissioner's Rules and Regulations for certification will apply to
teaching a host course via distance video.
"Incidental assignment" guidelines shall apply for persons teaching outside his or her subject
area.
6. Postings. Posting for positions related to distance video shall follow the same guidelines as
other positions.
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7. Staff Protection. The purpose of the Distance Video Instructional Program at Silver Creek
shall be to supplement the current curriculum offerings available to students. It is not the intent
of the program to supplant any current program offerings or to reduce bargaining unit positions.
The utilization of distance video shall not directly result in the reduction of any bargaining unit
members full-time equivalency status nor shall it reduce the number of full-time equivalents
currently employed.
The utilization of distance video instruction may, by its nature, suppress the increase in full-
time equivalent positions in the future.
8. Grading. Grading shall be the responsibility of the teachers that host the course. The host
teacher from Silver Creek will not be responsible for any grade conversions to satisfy the
requirements of any other school district that may have students participating in the course.
9. Staff Development. Whenever a teacher volunteers to teach a course via distance video, it
shall be the responsibility of the Districrto.provide training sufficientJor said teacher to
acknowledge that he or she is prepared and willing to proceed.
Compensation for staff development associated with distance video shall be on the same basis
as all other staff development.
. .
10.' '. Technical'Assistance. 'Teachers utilizing distance video will be responsible for the routine. ,
operation of related equipment. The District is responsible to provide technical assistance for
all equipment beyond what would reasonably be considered routine operation.
~. ;'.. . .~.
11. Supervision of Students. Teachers hosting a distance video course will be responsible for
..
.~" student 'discipline .according to the"same standard expected of any.other.course.
."
.
..
..;
:SilvetCreek teachers-shall'not be held;'accountable.for~the:conduct.of.students participating in,a
'-
;.f:.-;-....
.
" .'
.:-:;,' . \.
'V:~ '0"':, .~course.-ar
a'ldistailt'loc'atioi1~xcept1o"a'reasonable"level'Ofreporting': problems ::and!concem to _ \~r, .,~-:.::,.,:;.~:.
.'"
the appropriate personnel. .
.
-. -.:~...' ..'.:..12: :..;~".Preparation> ;'Teachers" of -distance. :video ;classes.,shall'not..receive;,any:;,additional.preparation
"'periods -for their participation in the Distance'.Video"program. ~. . .:, ::.. ::.:-. '.~'
.
,.,
'.:,.r. i".:.r'.:.:
. .. ''13~... ":'Scbeduling~:".Distance Video ;courses: which:originate ~atSil verCreek Central. School.and
'.ar~
taken for high school credit will be scheduled during the regular school day.
14. Compensation. There shall be no additional compensation for teachers of a Distance Video
class, 'provided that the 'class does not exceed the teacher's regular maximum of six assignments
per day.
15. Observation and Evaluation. Observation and evaluation of teaching distance video classes
shall be in accordance with the terms of the collective bargaining agreement between the
Association and the Superintendent.
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Tapes of lessons shall not be used for evaluation, and evaluators shall observe the teacher's
class by their physical presence within the classroom, rather than monitoring of the lesson via a
television monitor.
16. Extended Transmission. There shall be no transmission or reproduction of a distance video
class by the Silver Creek Central School District beyond the designated agreed upon and
understood receiving districts without prior written approval of the teacher(s) hosting the class.
The Silver Creek Central School District shall be held safeharmless from any extended use or
misapplication of a'video transmission by persons not under the jurisdiction of the Silver Creek
Central School District.
ARTICLE XVII
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
1. FULL AGREEMENT RATIFICA TION
This'.Agreement shall constitute the full and complete Agreement-between both parties and may
. be altered, changed, addedto, deleted from or modified onlythrough mutual agreement.
2. CONSISTENCY WITH POLICY
.
'This .Agreementshall supersede'any.rules;:regulations,or .practicesof the.Board which.shall be
contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of this Agreement shall be
incorporated into and be considered part of the established policies of the Board.
-'.,
,
. 3." AGREEMENT. LIMITS
.-" ".:'., ". . . <:'..~Any~individual arrangement,'agreement-or contract between-tpe-Board,and.an.indiyidual..
'.:".. . ~.' : :.
. . ... ,..~.,,, ;~...
"~'tea:chei~heretofore~execrited~"shaJ.rbe':stibject 'to:£and'icon'sistent'with'the..terms{and~onditions~oL.
';'. .::.~.;'~;.
.
.' this Agreement and any individual arrangement;'.agreement.or.contract hereafter..executed shall
;be' expres'sly' made' subject to and consistent with the terms of this or subsequent agreements to
..
..' .'.
. ..., "~ ".. :<..
""be\'executed1by.the'parties~~If'an~individual arrangement,.,agreemenLor,contI:aCLc.ontains.any . . ..." .>,"
.
language 'incon'sistent 'with this"Agreement~Jhis ..Agreement;~duringjts;.lluration~:shall be .
controlling.
4. PUBLICATION
. The final. agreement shall be published at equal expense to the District and the Association, and
both parties agreeto'work toward the goal of providing to each teacher a copy within. twenty
.:.(20) days after it has been ratified by the Association, signed by the Superintendent, and those
sections requiring approval have been approved by the Board of Education.
5. LEGIS LATIVE ACTION
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring legislative
action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional funds
therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
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6. CONSISTENCY WITH LAW
This agreement and all provisions herein are subject to all applicable laws. In the event any
provision of this agreement is held to violate such laws. said provision shall not bind either the
parties but the remainder of the agreement shall remain in full force and effect.
7. GENDER
In this Agreement, a word used in one gender applies also in the other gender (unless the
context clearly requires otherwise).
ARTICLE XVIII
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This AGREEMENT shall be effective July 1, 1999, and shall continue in effect through
midnight, June 30, 2002.
Agreed for the DISTRICT: Agreed for the ASSOCIATION:
A....-by
J a e .Mills, Ph. D.
S rintendent of Schools
by
Norahl e Panzica, President
Silver Creek Teachers' Association
Dated: r/~z.ClC70 Dated:
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ApPENDIX A
GRIEV ANCE FORM
NOTE: To BE FILLED OUT IN TRIPLICATE, ONE COpy EACH FOR AGGRIEVED PARTY, ASSOCIATION
AND PRINCIPAL.
TO: (Principal's Name)
1. Who is grieving: *
Name
Building
Subject or grade
2. What the District did or failed to do that the aggrieved objects to:
3. Paragraph (s) of the Agreement violated by the District's action or failure to act:
4. Action the aggrieved believes the District should take to remedy the foregoing situation:
Aggrieved party's signature
As per Article 5, Section 3C, the following individual who has been affected is signing this grievance.
(Name) (Date)
*If there is more than one aggrieved party, the same information must be listed and each must sign on
the attached sheet.
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ApPENDIX B
GRADUA TE COURSE FORM
SILVER CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRADUATEITECHNOLOGY WORK
PREAPPROV AL FORM
(TO BE SUBMITTED IN DUPLICATE PRIOR TO REGISTRATION)
Teacher Name Current Assignment
Name of Course for which approval is requested:
College or University where course is to be taken:
Attach photocopy of course description from current College or University Catalogue.
Date Teacher's Signature
Date Superintendent's Approval
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APPENDIX C
DAMAGE REIMBURSEMENT CLAIM FORM
SILVER CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLAIM FORM FOR LOSS IN THE LINE OF DUTY
Name:
Today's Date:
Time Loss Occurred:
Preliminary Estimate of Value of Loss:
Detail the Exact Loss:
What documentation or proof is available to verify the loss?
Attached are copies of all receipts, affidavits, supporting statements or other miscellaneous documents.
File a signed copy of this form with the Superintendent and the Association President.
I, , being duly sworn, hereby swear that the above
claim is a true and accurate accounting to the best of my knowledge and that it is made in good faith. I
also understand that the claim is subject to audit and review and that any false statement knowingly
made herein is grounds for disciplinary action.
Teacher Signature
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APPENDIX D
SICK BANK FORM
SIL VER CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL
SICK BANK APPLICATION FORM
PART A To be filled out by applicant
Name Soc. Sec. # Date
Date first absent due to illness
Number of accumulated days as of first day of illness
Date accumulated sick days terminate
Date use of sick bank days will commence
Number of days requested from bank
Nature of illness:
Signature
Medical statement must be attached from physician stating that the applicant is incapable of performing
his/her teaching duties. Statement will include the nature of the illness and the estimated date teacher
will be able to resume classroom duties.
PARTB To be completed by Association
Approved Disapproved
Reason, if disapproved:
Comments:
Association President Date
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APPENDIX E
EXTRAMURAL
PRE-PRACTICE FORM
Sport Date Submitted
Coach
Team practices have been scheduled for the following days and times over:
Circle one: Summer Recess
Thanksgiving Recess
Christmas Recess
Easter Recess
Please submit this fonn with a copy of your roster one week prior to the designated recess.
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APPENDIX F
EXTRAMURAL
POST-PRACTICE FORM
Actual Practice Time
Start
End
Extramural practice roster
Relevant to: Summer, Thanksgiving, Christmas & Easter Recess
Day:
Date:
Current Roster Count
Sport:
Coach:
PLAYERS IN ATIENDANCE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
